Response to 'Patient dose measurements in radiological practices'.
A lack of suitable dosimetric quantities for application in diagnostic radiology is noted by Dr Moores. It is concluded by Dr Moores that it is not possible to adhere to the basic principles of the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) regarding patient dosimetry in diagnostic radiology due to the extremely wide variety of quantities and units employed. The conclusion of the ICRU on similar observations, however, was that there is a need for harmonization of quantities and terminology for dosimetry in diagnostic and interventional radiology and they established a Report Committee with the aim of formulating an ICRU report on 'dosimetric procedures in diagnostic radiology'. The report produced by this committee entitled 'Patient dosimetry for x rays used in medical imaging' was accepted for publication in December 2005 and is currently at press, and may serve to improve the current situation with regard to patient dose measurement in diagnostic and interventional radiology.